Puzzlethon 2019
Saturday
May 18, 2019
12:00-4:00 p.m.
Stanton School
386 New London Turnpike
Norwich, CT

Autism Puzzlethon™

Puzzlethons Are a Unique Fundraiser Created Especially to Benefit the Connecticut Autism Community!

The Autism Puzzlethon™ provides an afternoon of family puzzle fun, food and prizes - an event everyone, regardless of age or ability, can enjoy! Individuals or teams are sponsored for participation and participants raise money by doing puzzles: jigsaw, crossword, sudoku, word search; any type of puzzle!

All funds raised stay in CT to support CT families through the advocacy efforts of ASRC!

Autism Services and Resources Connecticut or ASRC works with parents, educators, state government and therapeutic and medical professionals, to enhance the lives of those touched by Autism Spectrum Disorders since 1996.

Donations can be made on the ASRC Website at WWW.CT-ASRC.ORG and type “Puzzlethon” in the Donation Dedication line.

For more information, call Lyle and Pam Flaherty, site coordinators, at (860) 823-8583, email pflaherty@franklinschoolct.org, or contact ASRC at info@ct-asrc.org.